The Place Just Right
Ruler Caddy
'Tis the gift to be simple, 'tis the gift to be free
'Tis the gift to come down where we ought to be,
And when we find ourselves in the place just right,
'Twill be in the valley of love and delight.1

Hanging in the sewing loft

With cutting mat and large ruler
added for travel

Ready for travel

I made this ruler caddy because I wanted to be able to quickly access my rulers (and keep them organized!) in my sewing
loft at home, and to be able to take them with me for classes and retreats. Yes, I am a ruler junkie!! At home, mine
hangs on the banister in my sewing loft, but could as easily hang on a wall
Please note that this pattern has not been tested. If you attempt it, please let me know how it goes.
©Patty Lindsay 2015
patty.lindsay@gmail.com
Morgantown, WV 26508

References:
Basting with Elmer’s School Glue:
Youtube video by Sharon Schamber Network called “Binding the Angel”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2hWQ5‐ZccE
Pellon 987F Fusible Fleece:
http://www.pellonprojects.com/products/987f‐fusible‐fleece/
Pellon 809 Décor‐Bond
http://www.pellonprojects.com/products/809‐decor‐bond/
Loew Cornell 724 Bottles and Tips:
These bottles and tips work well with the school glue, providing a very fine line of glue on the fabric.
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004185GEM
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the Shaker song “Simple Gifts”, an iconic traditional tune performed by the Pride of West Virginia.
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Supplies:
1. 2 ¾ yards dark fabric, at least 42” wide. Includes yardage for binding. (More yardage required if you want to
make a matching a luggage shoulder strap. I haven’t made one yet, but intended to.)
2. 1 yard light fabric #1
3. 5/8 yard light fabric #2
4. 12” of ¾” Hook‐and‐loop (e.g. Velcro brand)
5. Seven 1” D Rings
6. 2 yards 45” Pellon #987F Fusible Fleece*
7. 1 yard 45” Pellon #809 Décor Bond*
8. Generic luggage shoulder strap, or hardware to make your own
9. Elmer’s School Glue – I used this to baste the pockets in place. See reference section for more info.
10. Fine tip for glue bottle – see references below

Cut List:

(See suggested cutting layouts in Figures 2 and 3 at the end of this document)

Fabric

Cut
Cut Finished Finished
Width Height Width Height

Cut Piece

Fusible Fleece

2

Backing Batting

29”

21”

Fusible Fleece

2

Background Batting

29”

21”

Fusible Fleece

2

Strap Batting

1”

17 ¼”

Décor Bond

2

Background Interfacing

29”

21”

Décor Bond

2

Strap Interfacing

1”

17 ¼”

Dark

1

Backing

~31"

~44"

29"

42”

Dark

1

Pocket A1

16 ½"

26 ½"

8"

26”

Dark

1

Pocket B

22 ½"

14 ½"

11"

14”

Dark

1

Strip for D Ring Straps

2 ½"

18"

1”

Dark

1

Pocket E

28 ½"

8 ½"

14"

8”

Dark

1

Pocket D

5 ½"

10 ½"

2 ½"

10”

Dark

1

Pocket C1

22 ½"

11 ½"

11"

11”

Dark

1

Pocket F1

28 ½"

14 ½"

14"

14”

Dark

1

Pocket G

10 ½"

26 ½"

5"

26”

Dark

4

Binding

2 ½”*

42”

Light #1

1

Background

29"

42"

29"

42”

Light #1

2

Straps

3.5"

18 ¼

1"

17 ¼”

Light #2

1

Pocket A2

12 ½"

16 ½"

6"

16”

Light #2

1

Pocket C2

16 ½"

8 ½"

8"

8”

Light #2

1

Pocket F2

20 ½"

10 ½"

10"

10”

*Or your preferred binding width
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Steps:
1. Prep the background.
a. Lay the 2 Décor‐Bond pieces side by side on an ironing surface
with the fusible sides up.

b. Layer Fusible Fleece pieces on top of the Décor Bond, with fusible
sides up.
c. Lay 42” x 29” background piece on top of both stacks and fuse all 3 layers according to package
directions

2. Mark the background
a. Mark corners of pockets and “hook‐and‐loop” placement on
background using layout guide in Figure 4. Note that Pocket D opens
to the side, all other pockets open to the top.
3. Attach hook‐and‐loop to the background
a. Attach ¾”wide x ½” high rectangles of loop side of the hook‐and‐loop
to the background as marked in Step #2. The bottom of each of the
loop side rectangle should be 1” below where the top of pocket will
be. I used the stick‐on type, using the adhesive for placement and
then sewed each on. This holds the pieces in place for sewing very
nicely, but it’s not recommended by the manufacturer probably
because it can gum up your machine.
b. Stitch hook‐and‐loop loop pieces to the background
4. For each single layer pocket (Pockets B, D, E, G) do the following:
a. Prep Pocket:
i. Attach hook portion of hook‐and‐loop to right side of
pocket piece. Left edge of hook portion should be about
1 ¼” from the left raw edge of pocket piece, with the
bottom of the hook portion 1 ¼” from raw top edge of
pocket piece.
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ii. If there are two hook‐and‐loops for the pocket,
lay the pocket on the background, aligning the
first hook piece on the pocket with the left loop
piece on the background. Mark the second hook
piece from the second loop piece and 1 ¼” below
the top raw edge of the pocket. Attach second
hook piece.

iii. Right sides together, sew side edges of pocket together
iv. Press seam open, but do not press the side folds.

v. Turn pocket right side out.
vi. Connect hook piece(s) on the pocket to appropriate
loop piece(s) on the background.
vii. Fold sides of pockets so they line up with marks for
pocket on background and finger press. Mark folds
with pins or chalk. The seam will be on the back of
the pocket, not at a side edge.
viii. Turn pocket inside out, folding sides at points
marked in previous step. Stitch across top of
pocket with ¼” seam allowance
ix. Turn pocket right side out and press
x. Overcast or serge the bottom edge of pocket, the
width of stitches should be less than ¼”
xi. Press ¼” of bottom edge under. Run a very fine line
of Elmer’s School Glue under the turned under edge.
Press with dry iron to set.
b. Attach Pocket:
i. Mark any dividing lines on front of pocket (see layout
for Pocket B and E)
ii. Baste/pin pocket to background. Run a very fine line
of Elmer’s School Glue along the sides and bottom of
the inside of pocket, place on background. Press with
dry iron to set.
iii. Top stitch pocket on 3 sides
iv. Top stitch dividing lines (Pocket B and E)
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5. For double layer pockets (pockets A1/A2, C1/C2, F1/F2)
a. Prep the bottom pockets (A1, C1 and F1), as in Step 4a.
b. Mark the location of the top pockets and their hook‐and‐loop position on the bottom pockets using the
layout guide in Figure 5.
c. Attach the top pocket hook‐and‐loop loop side rectangles to front of bottom pockets as in Step 3.
d. Prep the top pockets (A2, C2, and F2), as in Step 6a above using the corresponding bottom pocket as the
background.
e. Attach the top pockets to the bottom pockets, as in Step 4b above.
f. Attach the bottom pockets to the background, as in Step 4b above.
6. Prep cutting mat straps
a. Press under both ends of straps ½”, each strap will finish at 17 ¼”
b. Press strap in half lengthwise with wrong sides together. The fold will be the centerline
c. Open up with wrong side up, lay Fusible Fleece to one side of centerline and Décor‐Bond to the other
side, fusible sides down. Tuck ends of Fusible Fleece and Décor‐Bond under the ½” pressed under at end
of straps.
d. Fold lengthwise raw edges over Fusible Fleece and Décor Bond, about ¾”.

e.
f.
g.
h.

Using tip of iron, fuse along the outer folds
Fold the strap in half, wrong sides together and press, fusing Fusible Fleece and Décor Bond.
Top stitch close to each long edge of strap
Attach hook‐and‐loop hook piece, 1” x ¾” to one end of one strap.

7. Attach cutting mat straps, see Figure 6 for placement.
a. The hook‐and‐loop end fastens above Pocket D. Sew the other
end of the top strap, and both ends of the lower strap to the
background using a box with an “X” pattern.
b. Using the top strap as a guide, mark where the hook‐and‐loop
will attach above pocket D.
c. Sew hook‐and‐loop loop as marked in previous step.
8. Prep backing.
a. Lay the 2 Fusible Fleece pieces side by side on an ironing surface with the fusible sides up, similar to the
prep for the background, but without the Décor‐Bond
b. Lay ~44” x ~31” backing piece centered on top of both stacks and fuse according to package directions
9. Pin/baste backing and background layers together.
10. Using walking foot, quilt straight lines between the pockets and around the perimeter (¼” from outer edges of
pockets), see Figure 7, stitching over the ends of the straps and the hook‐and‐loop for the strap.
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11. Trim excess backing.
12. Bind as you would a quilt.
13. Prep D ring straps
a. Fold D‐ring strip (18” x 2 ½”) lengthwise, right sides together. Seam
the long edges ¼”
b. Press seam open down center of strap
c. Turn right side out, with seam in the approximate center of strip

d. Sub‐cut the strip into seven 2 ½” strips
e. Insert each strip into a D‐Ring, with the lengthwise seam inside. Fold strip in
half so that short ends are aligned
f. Seam short ends ¼”, backstitching to start and stop
g. Rotate the strap so that the seam is in the approximate center of the tab.
h. Press seam open.
i. Slightly clip corners on seam allowance

14. Attach D rings
a. Align D‐Ring with binding edge and stitch strap to the Ruler
Caddy along the D‐ring using a zipper foot backstitching to
start and stop

b. Stitch other end of strap, parallel to the first stitching.
Backstitching to start and stop.

15. Install 3 hooks on the wall 20” apart. Hang the caddy on the wall using the 3
rings on the long top edge of the caddy.
16. Optionally, make a matching luggage strap for carrying your new ruler caddy.
Or attach a generic luggage shoulder strap. The 4 rings on the 2 short ends of
the caddy are for clipping together with the luggage strap for carrying.
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Open End

42.000"

29.000"
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TOP

Backing
42" x 29"
Cut 1

Selvedge

Selvedge

TOP

TOP

Pocket F1
28.5" x 14.5"
Cut 1

Figure 2
Suggested Cutting Layout for Dark Fabric
Total Yardage is 94", about 2.75 Yards

Pocket G
10.5" x 26.5"
Cut 1

Finished
Dimensions
Width 5"
Height 26"

Finished Dimensions
Width 14"
Height 14"
TOP

Pocket E
28.5" x 8.5"
Cut 1

Finished Dimensions
Width 14"
Height 8"

TOP

Pocket C1
22.5" x 11.5"
Cut 1
Finished Dimensions
Width 11"
Height 11"

D-Ring Straps - 2.5" x 18"

TOP

Pocket A1
16.5" x 26.5"
Cut 1
Finished Dimensions
Width 8"
Height 26"

TOP

Pocket B
22.5" x 14.5"
Cut 1
Finished Dimensions
Width 11"
Height 14"
TOP

D: 10.5" x 5.5"
Fin: 10" x 2.5"
Binding 2.5" wide
Binding 2.5" wide
Binding 2.5" wide
Binding 2.5" wide
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Selvedge

Selvedge

Suggested Cutting Layout for Light Fabric #1
Total Yardage is 32.5", about 1 Yard

TOP

Figure 3

Strap 3.5" x 18.25"
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Strap 3.5" x 18.25"

TOP

TOP

Pocket F2
20.5" x 10.5"
Cut 1
Selvedge

TOP

Suggested Cutting Layout for Light Fabric #2
Total Yardage is 19", about 5/8 Yard

Pocket A2
12.5" x 16.5"
Cut 1

Finished Dim.: 10" x 10"

Finished Dim.
Width 6"
Height 16"

Pocket C2: 16.5" x 8.5"
Cut 1
Finished Dim: 8" x 8"

8.000"
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3.000"
6.000"

14.000"
2.500"
8.000"

5.000"

26.000"
14.000"

8.000"

Notes:
- Bottom of hook and loop squares is 1 1/4" below unfinished pocket edge, 1" below finished edge
- Outside borders are 1 1/2"
- Vertical centerfold space between pockets is 1/2" wide.
- Vertical space between A1 and B/C pockets is 1/4" wide.
- Vertical space between G and D/E/F pockets is 1/4" wide.
- Horizontal space between pockets B and C1 is 1" high
- Horizontal space between pockets D and E is 1/2" high
- Horizontal space between pockets E and F1 is 1" high

8.000"

11.000"

14.000"
11.000"
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26.000"

11.000"

8.000"

8.000"

11.000"

1.500"

1.000"

8.000"

26.000"

6.000"

14.000"

2.250"

9.500"

16.000"

14.000"

9.500"

Notes:
- Pocket A2 is set 1" inside the sides and bottom of pocket A1
- Pocket C2 is set 1.5" inside all 4 edges of pocket C1
- Pocket F2 is set 2.25" inside all 4 edges of pocket F1
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0.250"

4.500"

4.500"
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21.000"

"
50
2
.
17

11.750"

"
50
2
.
17

7.000"

Hook-and-Loop

11.500"

11.500"
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